Mathematics

Spellings

Play Hit The Button, using the following link:
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
Once you have selected ‘Square Numbers’ answer as many
of the questions as quickly as you can. Do this three times
and note your scores each time in your homework book. If
you want to challenge yourself, write at least three cubed
numbers of your choice (between 2-12) and write the
answers to these in your homework book.

Practise your Spellings using the following link:
https://ictgames.com/mobilePage/lcwc/index.html
Once you have opened the activity, select Year 5/6 and
then select patterns. Choose which section you wish to
focus on. Practise viewing the word, hiding it and then
rewriting the word. Write the words that you have
practised in this activity into your homework book and
write a short sentence explaining how you did in the
task.

Times Tables

Choose a particular set of Times
Tables that you find challenging
(particularly focusing on the
6,7,8 and 9s) and create a bright
and vibrant revision poster for it.
In this poster you may want to
include the answers to the
chosen times tables, any tips or
tricks for helping you with those
times tables as well as any
diagrams that may help.

SPAG

Create a list of words in their
contracted form (contractions)
and then write their expanded
form next to them. List as many
examples as you can think of.
Aim for a minimum of twelve
examples but you may list as
many as you want.
1. Can’t
Cannot
2. Shall not Shan’t

Mathematics

Gold Class
Homework
Autumn Term 2

Revise your knowledge of short
division by answering the
questions on the sheet given.
You should find a sheet glued
into your Homework book
alongside some squared paper
to show your working out on.
Remember that any remainders
you have should be given in the
form of a fraction.

One of these homework tasks
should be completed each week.

SPAG

Homework is due each Friday.
If you have any questions or
queries about any of the tasks,
please do not hesitate to contact
me at:

mblackburn@poolhouse.lancs.sch.uk

Complete the modal verbs
activity in your homework book,
working through each of the
sections. If you find this task
challenging then just focus on
activity one and two. Remember
that a Modal Verb changes the
probability or likeliness that
something is going to happen.
I should do my homework.
I will do my homework.

